
Form checklist (versions 0.1-0.9):

Lewis:

As our main character, Lewis will be accumulating and instigating forms from all of the other

characters. Some of these forms will eventually be locked to certain sequences, but for now

they can be achieved in round about ways.

● Lewis TG: challenge akarion in challenge 1, and face him head on.

○ Additional scenes: you will automatically lose to Gethra in challenge 2, alternate

transformation scene for court swap (poodalist) (integrated in 0.5), automatically

changes Richters attitude to flirty, minor dialogue changes to “richter: discuss

Rhianna”, “Reese: discuss alliance”, Marazet’s approach, “Gethra: small talk 1”,

“elami: Small talk 1”, Akarion’s approach, “Akarion: small talk 1”

● Lewis TG dragondress: if lewis is TG, magnificence will have a small talk 1 option during

mingle phase 1. Speaking with her will prompt her to offer you a deal. If you take and

wear her dragondress, she will grant you a chess piece.

○ Additional scenes: using the chess piece, the player can play a rematch against

any challenger in challenge 2, this is an automatic win, except against gethra.

● Lewis TG spy: if lewis is TG in the first mingle phase, visiting the courtyard will trigger a

special event. In this event, Matthias will come on to you and transform you into his spy.

From there, you will be prompted to check in with him during each mingle phase, and

carry out any missions or tasks he asks of you.

○ Unlocks: spy transformations (only if the order is given)

○ Additional scenes: sets matthias's attitude to “partners in crime”, opens up

missions 1 and 2 in matthias's talk menu. Major dialogue changes to “Reese:

small talk 1”, the player will no longer be able to ally themselves with Reese.

○ Spy sex scene: speak with Matthias after a successful spy recruitment.

● Lewis TG spy dragondress: collect the dragondress and spy forms during mingle phase

1.

● Lewis TG maid: should the player lose to tessa in challenge 2, they will be faced with a

maid transformation. The transformation has two variants based on Lewis's gender

going into the transformation. If lewis is male, tessa will spend her influence on his TG



and breed change, and then a minor amount to sediment his obedience. If lewis is

female, she will be able to focus on the mental side of the transformation, leading to the

“high power” variant.

○ Additional scenes: minor changes to “reese: small talk 2”, locks the player out of

court swapping with Rhianna. Changes Tessa's attitude to mastermind.

○ Unlocks: maid transformations (when the order is given)

○ Variant: High power mental changes: this variant is marked by an excited and

complacent face.

■ Additional scenes: minor dialogue changes when speaking with maid

Marazet. High power specific small talks are marked as “MH#”. alternate

dialogue during marazet’s maid transformation

○ Variant: low power mental changes

■ Additional scenes: adds in the “Maid training” event, and tessa's suspicion

meter. Should Tessa's suspicion grow too high, she may dish out

punishments to Lewis (not yet implemented). minor dialogue changes

when speaking with maid Marazet. High power specific small talks are

marked as “ML#”

● Lewis court swap (poodalist): this tf is unlocked through discussions with Rhianna.

Should you successfully make a romantic advance towards her, she will prompt you with

an option to join her court. At that point, you can either accept or decline. If you accept,

she will ask you to return to her later. A new option will appear in her talk menu called

“join rihanna's court”. The transformation costs a total of 6 influence. If Rhianna has 3

influence, she will offer to go half and half on the cost. If she does not, the player has the

option to pitch in the full amount.

○ Additional scenes: minor dialogue changes for “akarion: soldier small talk 1 (S1)”

● Lewis court swap (poodalist) TG: this transformation is currently accessible by finding

Felcandra in mingle phase 2. This is not however intended to be possible until mingle

phase 3. When we get there, we will add in a new means of obtaining it.

● Lewis TG Princess: If you have been TG’d in challenge one and not turned into a maid

during challenge 2 and you enter the lion’s den, Elami will approach you and force a

princess TF on you, turning you into Lillian and changing you into a lioness as well as

Akarion’s sister. You’ll become more obedient towards Elami and Gethra.



○ Princess Dates: After becoming a princess, Elami can now be met in the

courtyard (during mingle phase 2) to try and court someone. She’ll suggest

Reese or Matthias, however you can choose Odenval as well if so desired.

● Lewis TG Trophy Princess: If you are already a princess, you can talk to Magnificence

and ask her for advice in courting someone else. She’ll offer some advice and even offer

to help you. If you accept, your body will become bustier and curvier turning you into a

bimbo named Lexi. Your backstory will change turning you into a slutty nympho obedient

to Magnificence

○ If you try to go to the dates with Elami as a trophy, she’ll have a negative reaction

and it will lock you out of the date scenes

● Koi lewis (courtswap draconoclaste): speak with Reese and focus on racking up your

sub score. If you are submissive enough and you allow him to hypnotize you in

“Hypnosis lessons”, he will transform you into a draconoclast. Depending on the gender

combination of lewis and reese, you will have a different flashback scene highlighting

draconoclast gender roles.

○ Variation Lewis TG: this path is only possible if the player is either a princess, or

a maid. In the final version of the game, this shouldn't be possible, so we will be

adding an alternate means of obtaining it in future versions.

○ Variation reese TG

○ Variation neither TG

○ Variation both TG: (not yet implemented)

○ Draconoclast Quill: the draconoclaste version of quill is also shown in all

flashback scenes.

● Nude Lewis (lewis, lois, princess, princess trophy, and maid): if lewis’s dom score is

high, but lewis allows Reese to hypnotize them in “hypnosis lesson”, then the strip scene

will take place. This will show lewis's current form as its nudebase. Reese will not make

the change permanent.

● Shortstack Maid Lewis: if the player fails to convert any Maids to Tessa’s ranks, she will
punish them at the end of the round. The player has one of four choices. Either become
mute, become high power maid, become permanently nude, or become a shortstack
maid Lois.

● MILF lewis: the player can achieve this form if when they are marked, then engage in

Elami’s “discuss motherhood” talk option. If Elami has enough influence, the player can

either disagree with her or specifically ask for the transformation.



● MILF princess lewis: achieving princess and milf in the same run. This can also be

unlocked as princess by blowing off Elami’s date event.

● Muscular lewis: If you impressed Gethra during the chess game and are still a candidate

for the kingship, she may make a request of you during challenge 3. Your reward is the

first step to becoming king of the Oleogarchs!

● Lewis BE & hyper (male): this bad end scene can be found by following this sequence:

transform rhianna into either BE or hyper BE in mingle phase 1. Lose challenge 2 to

marazet. in mingle phase two, find rhianna and odenval in the courtyard discussing their

strategy and eavesdrop on them. Choose to warn richter of their plans, then offer to hide

Richter from them. Once richter is hidden, travel to the parapet, where lewis will become

rhianna’s new target in the absence of her father.

Akarion:

Akarion is considered an early loss character. This means he has no widespread plotline or

overarching mechanic. He exists to be knocked out pretty early and be incorporated into other

characters' story lines. That said, he does still have some agenda’s of his own. Namely he aims

to seize control of Rhianna.

● Akarion soldier: prompt akarion to expand rhianna’s breasts by not challenging him in

challenge 1. In retaliation, Odenval will convert akarion into a poodalist soldier if akarion

loses challenge 2.

○ Additional scenes: Akarion will have unique small talk dialogue as a soldier. (aka

small talk S1)

● Akarion TG: challenge akarion in challenge 1, then choose the “ring out option”.

Additionally, this option can be triggered any time akarion is marked and lewis has

influence

○ Additional scenes: this will prompt minor dialogue changes in “Tessa: Discuss

Influence”, “magnificence: Small talk 1”, “Gethra: Small talk 2”, “Akarion: small

talk 1”

○ Akarion now has a new TG transformation scene you inflict it while you are a

MILF (only accessible through cheats currently)

● Akarion weight gain: Player driven transformation that can be triggered any time akarion

is marked.

○ Will have special effect on challenge 3 (not yet implemented)

● Akarion weight gain TG: achieve weight gain and tg in the same run.



● Akarion weight gain TG dragondress: achieve weight gain, TG, and dragondress in the

same run.

● Akarion TG dragondress: If akarion is TG’d by mingle phase 1, go to the banquet hall in

order to trigger the dragondress event. Eavesdrop on the conversation. Spend one

influence to make Akari take the clothes. From there, Akari will wear the dress until her

attire is changed by further tfs, such as the princess tf.

● Akarion TG princess: if Akarion is TG’d by mingle phase 2, and is marked (which as of

right now, she always will be), Elami will approach the player and ask for 3 influence.

Granting it to her will trigger the princess TF for Akarion.

○ Additional scenes: triggers minor dialogue changes in “Gethra: small talk 1 and

2”, “Elami: small talk 1”, “Akarion: small talk 2”, new approach dialogue for

akarion, and will trigger a special scene at the parapet in mingle phase 2.

● Akarion TG soldier: achieve soldier first, and then TG, this will unlock a unique TG tf.

● Trans (spy) Akarion: target Akarion as your choice for Matthias’s mission #2. This will
allow Lois to make Akarion want to become female, and she will instruct him to seek out
Reese to help him.

○ Gethra-Trans Akarion event in lion’s den

Rhianna:

Rhianna: Rhianna is another early loss character, but in the early game, she does serve to

facilitate a court swap for lewis. Should lewis come to understand and pursue her as an ally, he

may be able to convince her to take more aggressive actions towards other players.

● Rhianna True love (love at first sight): player driven transformation that can be triggered

via Rhianna’s transformation menu. As the name suggests, this transformation can only

occur the first time the player encounters Rhianna outside of the introduction.

○ Additional scenes: triggers minor dialogue changes in Rhianna’s approach,

“Rhianna: Small talk 1, 3, and romantic advance”, and major dialogue changes in

Challenge 2, Rhianna’s reaction to the breast expansion tf (standard and hyper).

● Rhianna breast expansion: this tf has two ways of occuring. It can either be player

driven, or triggered via a special event. To trigger the special event, don't challenge

akarion in mingle phase 1. This will cause him to encounter Rhianna on the parapet, and

spend his excess influence on improving her rack.

○ Additional scenes (if triggered by player): triggers special dialogue when player

initiates hyper breast enlargement, and changes Rhianna’s attitude to furious.



○ Additional scenes (if triggered by Akarion): triggers special dialogue when the

player initiates hyper breast enlargement.

● Rhianna hyper breast expansion: this tf is a player driven transformation that only

appears if Rhianna’s breasts have already been enlarged once.

● Rhianna court swap (oleogarch): this transformation is a player driven TF that opens up

after successfully making a romantic advance towards Rhianna. If this transformation is

done without rhianna’s consent, the player will have the additional option to enforce

mental changes.

○ Variant: Full mental changes: this costs an additional 4 influence

○ Variant: no mental changes: this will cause Rhianna to lose trust in lewis.

Changing her attitude to furious.

● Rhianna court swap (oleogarch) True love: do true love transformation before making a

romantic advance towards Rhianna. This will change the court swap into a willing

change.

● Rhianna court swap (oleogarch) Breast expansion: achieve court swap and breast

expansion in the same run

● Rhianna court swap (oleogarch) hyper breast expansion: achieve court swap and hyper

breast expansion in the same run

● Rhianna court swap (oleogarch) true love breast expansion: achieve true love, then

trigger court swap and breast expansion.

● Rhianna court swap (oleogarch) true love hyper breast expansion: (not yet available)

● Maid Rhianna (Rachel): as a maid, find Rhianna while she is marked and transform her.
You may either choose to seize control of her yourself, or lure her to Tessa if she trusts
you. The following variants will change the writing based on how you enter the scene:

○ True love rhianna:
■ plays a unique scene if you lure Rhianna to Tessa. Rhianna will always

follow you in this form
■ By paying 4 influence, you may transform Rhianna into a maid, and seize

her control for yourself.
○ High power maid (Lyra):

■ High power maid Lois does not have the option to seize control for
herself, and can only lure Rhianna away if she is trusted. Rhianna must
either be trusted, or romantically interested in Lewis to follow.

○ Low power maid (Lois):
■ Plays a unique scene if you lure Rhianna to Tessa. Rhianna will only

follow you if you are trusted or she is romantically interested in you.
■ By paying 5 influence, you may transform Rhianna into a maid, and seize

control of her for yourself.



● Sex scene: lewis X true love Rhianna: speak to rhianna while she is under the true love

TF

●

Marazet:

Marazet: Marazet is another early loss character, but there is one player driven transformation

that will turn her into a conversion boss.

● Marazet maid: this is a player driven tf that is unlocked after the player is made into a

maid, and Tessa gives the order to seek out more maids.

○ Maid marazet: low power maid Lois can now seize control of Marazet for herself.
This costs 4 influence, but puts Marazet under your control.

● Herm Marazet: When Marazet is marked, you can spend influence to give Marazet a

dick between her legs, as well as changing her past. The dick will burn any clothing it

touches (meaning it's always exposed) and will also make Marazet think she always had

it, calling it her curse

● Marazet Demon TF: Can be done as an add on to Marazet’s herm TF. This will corrupt

Marazet making her a demon more obsessed with sex

○ Marazet will have different responses based on whether you’re male or female

Magnificence:

Magnificence: although she does not gain much influence in early challenges, Magnificence is

poised to claim a lot of influence in the late game and become a very eager conversion boss (a

character that seeks to convert the remainder of the cast to fit their particular interests), her

transformation theme is referred to as “Trophies”, which are essentially mindless exotic bimbos

that she collects from other courts.

● Magnificence Shortstack: this is a player driven transformation that can be triggered at

any time.

○ Additional scenes: changes magnificence’s attitude to disgusted.

● Magnificence TG: A player driven TF that can be triggered at any time

● Shortstack TG Magnus: get magnificence tg and shortstack in the same run!

● Magnificence Harem TF’s: Can be achieved after challenge 3. It will open up options to

TF her however you want including TG and minor TF’s, as well as choosing what form



she’ll take. More can be spent to MC her as well and make her fully embrace being a

part of your harem from the start

○ If not MC’d, Magnificence can gradually accept her role if certain things are done

■ Be in a liked form by her (muscle Lewis, Draconoclast Lois, or either

Poodalist form for Lewis). Approaching her for the first time as muscle

lewis will trigger a special scene.

■ Complete her smalltalk

■ Choose the right discussion option (share my harem)

■ (in the future, if you have other members of your harem that magnificence

likes, they will automatically boost her acceptance.)

○ You can also change Magnificence’s outfit at any time

○ Magnificence has two special forms exclusive to harem TF’s with their own

special dialogue

Elami:

Elami: like magnificence, Elami wont get her chance to shine until challenge 3. But at that point,

she will be well on her way to enacting her conversion boss strategy, especially if Gethra is

backing her. As many may have guessed, her conversion theme is “MILFs”, she has an

egotistical opinion that disrespectful and immature characters should be expected to better

themselves through parenthood. Her primary mechanic is essentially wandering around until

someone pisses her off, or is prompted by the player to act rudely towards her. In those cases,

she will seek to “Teach them some manners”.

● Elami spy: this transformation is player driven, and is unlocked after lewises spy

transformation if matthias gives the order to seek out new spies.

○ Additional scenes: unlocks a new batch of small “accomplice” talks between spy

lewis and spy elami (marked as A1)

● Exhibitionist elami: after learning hypnosis, lewis can hypnotize and spend influence on

elami to not only get her to strip, but also take sexual gratification from being naked in

public.

Gethra:

Gethra is one of the only characters in the game so far that cannot be marked by the first two

challenges under any circumstances. In most cases, she will end up with a great deal of



influence. Should she be allied with the player, her “King maker” agenda will prove to be a

powerful boon, even if it encourages the player to be marked in challenge 3. Should the player

not prove to be a worthy successor of Chaeser, she will seek her heir elsewhere.

● Nude Gethra: (Elami exhibitionist event) if Elami is hypnotized into walking around nude,

this event will trigger when you enter the lion's den. In which, she will speak to Gethra

about her nudity. If Gethra is marked, Lewis can spur her to join in the fun. (only

accessible through cheat menu currently)

● Gethra’s AR: Can be done whenever Gethra is marked. Will have special variants based

on your gender and whether or not you’re on the kingmaker path with Gethra.

○ Gethra can also have her mind made younger to match, resulting in special

dialogue options and a much more carefree attitude

Matthias:

Matthias is a character who will put up a strong fight in the early game. He is very proficient at

either bartering for influence, or simply stealing it. He is the earliest active conversion boss, and

his conversion theme is “Spys”, these femme-fatales are sleek, sexy, and comically evil. This

may seem like a strong gameplan to start, but his hierarchy of jealous lovers are sure to tear

themselves apart from the inside.

● Raccoon Matthias: after winning against Gethra in the chess competition, go and talk to

Matthias. In his small talk, he will compliment you on your victory and offer you an

alliance. If you agree to the alliance, he will rob you of whatever influence you are

currently carrying. If you pull away, Felcandra will catch him in his theft attempt. If you

report Matthias, he will be transformed into a raccoon. If you spare him, he will become

your ally.

Odenval:

Odenval, despite his actions in the early game, is actually not a conversion boss. He does have

a tf theme of “soldier” transformations, but he doesn't typically force these transformations on

others without a good reason. Don't poke the bear, and you’ll probably be fine. Since he’s not a

conversion boss, Odenval earns himself the affectionate title of “mid-game transformation slut”.

This means he is open to transformations in the mid game, and is one of the few characters to

react favorably to backstory changes, as most of them will relieve him of ptsd.



Reese:

Reese is an early loss character with some potential for alliances. Although Reese exhibits a

proficiency with hypnosis, he will rarely take the agency of another character away from them, or

display the desire to shape them. Reese will either serve as a means for lewis to learn hypnosis,

will be impartial until he is assimilated by another group, or will be convinced by lewis to take

more aggressive actions. Reeses mechanics revolve around the “hypnosub” and “hypnodom”

scores. Depending on how you interact with Reese, you will score points in either of these

categories and he will either become your dom or sub. This will shape how he treats lewis, and

what actions he is open to.

● Reese TG: this transformation is player driven, and can either be entered into without

warning, or it can be prefaced by Reeses request. Depending on which option is used,

one of the following variants will be put into play:

○ Variant: Unprompted transformation: Reese is surprised by the change, but will

see it as a gift. You will gain one dom point, but Reese will not pay you back for

the change.

○ Variant: requested transformation: Reese asks lewis to perform the tf, and

promises to pay him back plus interest. This will give lewis a sub point, and will

also net you an influence.

● Nudist Reese: if Reese allows you to put him under in “hypnosis lesson”, you will be able

to prompt him to remove his clothes. If you do, you may also spend influence to make

him believe that he is clothed when he is not, making the change permanent.

● Maid Reese (Ramen): as a maid, find Reese while he is marked and transform him
(Reese will only be marked by challenge two if you challenge Tessa, and he faces
Richter). Reese cannot be lured away because Tessa doesn't have enough influence for
a TG, but you can use previous discussions to catch him off guard and spend your own
influence.

○ If you have discussed an alliance: there will be a slight variation to the opening of
the conversation if you have discussed an alliance with him previously

○ Seizing control for yourself: you may choose to seize true control over Ramen, at
no additional influence cost

○ Grant control to Tessa: you may choose to grant control of Reese to Tessa,
indulging Lois’s obedient tendencies.



Richter:

Richter is pretty laid back, and is most certainly an early loss character. However, should he be

allowed to make it to the late game with his lustfulness intact, he will become a conversion boss.

His transformation theme is “Bar maids”, which is indicative of his desire to kick back, relax, and

run a bar instead of a kingdom. Although he prefers female workers, if he needs to save a few

coins, he has other roles at his establishment that need to be filled. In some instances,

Felcandra may even let him take over the banquet hall. Even in his empowered state, Richter is

not likely to win, mostly because he doesn't want to.

● Princess Richter: if you enter the courtyard in mingle phase 2 while Richter is marked,

you will encounter a discussion between Rhianna and Odenval. Once this scene is

triggered, Rhianna will transform Richter into a princess, but the player can choose to

spend time to either worsen the transformation, rescue Richter, or just watch from the

sidelines.

○ True love: if rhianna is true love, she can be convinced to give you the influence
rather than use it on Richter (+7)

○ (not yet implemented, see ver 0.8): If richter is protected, and lewis is responsible
for Rhianna’s BE, she will instead seek vengeance against him if she can't find
richter

● Sex scene: richter X trophy princess lexi: speak to richter as Trophy princess lois

●

Tessa:

Tessa is our other early active conversion boss. Her goal is pretty straight forward, take out the

lackeys, and eventually work her way up to the rulers. She intends to draw out the build up to

her father’s transformation, saving the best for last as it were. Her transformation theme is quite

obviously “maids”.

● Tessa soldier: should tessa lose challenge 2, and odenval is not already aiming to

transform akarion, this transformation will trigger. A player can spark this loss either by

talking with her enough to get her to reveal her true nature, or you can get the extra life

chess piece from magnificence’s dragon dress conversation.

○ Additional scenes: Tessa's small talk tree is replaced with a soldier version.

These conversations are marked as (S#).



● Sleeper agent Tessa: achieve spy Tessa and soldier Tessa in the same run. (unlock spy
tfs by following Matthias’s questline)

Felcandra:

● Hide and seek with Felcandra: during mingle phase 2, find Felcandra hidden in the

background of either the banquet hall area, or the parapet. Upon success, Felcandra will

give you 3 influence.

General walkthrough:

Round 1

The First Split

- When the decision comes up to challenge Akarion or not, it's recommended you

challenge him as this is where most of the content is for now. If you don’t, you will go

straight to the mingle phase.

- If you don’t challenge, find Rhianna at the parapet for a scene. This will trigger an

event between Akarion and Rhianna where Akarion will BE Rhianna much to her

dismay.

- If you do challenge Akarion, you will be brought up with two options.

- Ring Out/ Lewis Wins. Lewis will win and be presented with the option to TF

Akarion. If he says yes, Akarion will be TG’d and this will leave Lewis with 5

influence. If no, Akarion is untouched and Lewis has 10 influence

- Head On/ Akarion Wins. Akarion will win and will TG Lewis, turning them into

Lois. Lois will gain no influence and will be marked leaving her susceptible to

being TF’d

Lewis Wins

- If Lewis wins, there’s a few scenes available.

- Go to the banquet room to find a scene between Akari and Magnificence. You

can spend 1 influence to make Akari take Mag’s offer. If the offer is accepted,

Akari will wear the “dragon’s dress” for the remainder of the game. This is only

available if Akarion was TG’d



- Akari/Akarion can be found on the parapet marked. They can be weight gained

and made chubbier for three influence. There’s variants based on whether they

were TG’d or not (aka a male and female version), as well as a Dragon’s dress

variant.

- Rhianna can also be found on the parapet. You can grow her breasts even larger

for three influence, making her angry with you.

- When you encounter rhianna for the first time, you will have the option of using a

special tf labeled “love at first sight”, choosing this will dramatically alter her

personality and allegiance, as well as making her take on a more subdued role.

- The breast expansion can be done here as well, Rhianna having a

different reaction than before

- Magnificence can be made into a shortstack in the banquet room for 3 influence.

She will become angry at Lewis

Akarion wins

- If Akarion wins and Lewis is TG’d, there's a couple scenes

- Talking to Magnificence, she will offer you a dress which Lois can accept or deny

- Go to the courtyard. The player will find nobody there but when attempting to

leave they will be surprised by Matthias who will forcefully TF them. (The only

way to avoid this is to not go to the courtyard.)

- The TF here does have a variant if you are wearing the dragon’s dress

Round 2

The Chess Game (challenge 2)

- To get Rhianna as a partner, choose the correct option in her discussion

- To get Marazet as a partner, talk to her twice

- If you choose Tessa as a partner, there are different outcomes based on your gender or

whether you talked to her or not

- If you talked to Tessa enough to learn of her sinister nature, or have been turned

into a spy by Matthias, you’ll win against her resulting in Odenval turning Tessa

into a Shiba Inu soldier (if akarion is not changed at this stage)



- If you don’t talk to Tessa and learn of her true nature, she’ll win, turning you into a

maid. If still lewis is male, she’ll have to spend more influence on TG’ing you

resulting in some of the mental changes not taking full effect. If female, she’ll

spend more influence on the mental changes making Lewis completely obedient

and forgetting who they were entirely, resulting in a name change to Lyra

- If Akarion grew Rhianna’s breasts in the first mingle phase, he’ll be confronted by

Odenval who will turn him into a rottweiler footsoldier. Akarion will forget he was an

Oleogarch and will switch courts to the Poodalist side.

- If you win the first game, you’ll be pitted against Gethra in a bonus round. You will

automatically lose if you’re TG’d, but automatically win if a spy. Otherwise, she will ask

three questions that you must answer correctly. Answers are: Logic, Asking help from

others, and Both

Mingle Phase 2

- When you start the second mingle phase and Akari has been TG’d, Elami will approach

you asking for influence to set her straight. Providing it will result in a scene where Elami

(along with Gethra) turn Akari into an obedient princess and make her less of a warrior

and more womanly. You have the option to either mock or compliment Akari here.

- After this is a bonus scene on the parapet where Elami is trying to train Akari.

- Akari’s second small talk is also affected by this change.

- Reese can be TG’d, two different scenes play depending though.

- If you TG them before asking, they’ll be confused but happy regardless. They’ll

consider Lewis a trusted ally

- If you talk to Reese beforehand and discuss an alliance, he’ll mention wanting to

be TG’d to rise to queen. He can then be TG’d where afterwards she’ll pay you

back the influence plus extra and consider you a friend

- Rhianna can be used for a court/species swap. If you flirt with her and do “Romantic

Advance”, she’ll mention a romance is impossible since you’re in different courts.

However, she will offer to make you a Poodalist. If you’re marked and bring her 3-6

influence (6 being if she lost the chess game), she will turn you into a dalmatian.

Alternatively, you can spend influence on her to make her a maine coon cat much to her

dismay. An extra influence can be used though to make her okay with it

- If Rhianna has gone through a True Love TF, she’ll only want to join the

Oleogarchs and will have a different reaction to the maine coon TF



- If you’re a spy, Matthias will ask you to find someone else to turn into a spy for his goals.

The only candidate is Elami who can be found in her room

- If you’re a maid, Tessa will ask you to go after someone else and transform them. Also, if

you were male during the maid TF (aka low power), Tessa will attempt to train you where

you can resist or embrace her lessons. Otherwise, the target is Marazet who can be

found in the courtyard. This scene plays out differently based on if you are full power

maid or low power maid

Round 3

Challenge 3- Test of Grace

- If you won against her in the chess challenge, Gethra will ask you to lose the challenge

on purpose so she can make you a proper king

- If you’re a spy, Matthias will approach you and ask you to sabotage someone in the next

challenge. He’ll in particular ask you to target Magnificence, saying he has a reward for

you if you do

- If Matthias was turned into a raccoon (Marilyn), they will instantly lose the challenge

since they cheated

- This challenge will provide multiple options to cross, with opportunities to cross yourself,

or during another player’s turn. The goal is finding just the right time to do so and making

sure when you cross is the best chance. The first three players to cross will get the most

influence, while everyone else who crosses will get the same amount regardless of

placement

- If you cross, you will not be able to sabotage anyone else

- The crossing order is set, with few variations

- Player Crossings

- There will be three points where the player crosses solo. These may be factors

that must be kept in mind

- (All Instances) If Reese is your ally, they will offer to hypnotize you to help you

cross, resulting in your success regardless of form. If you know hypnosis, you

can help him as well, resulting in both of you winning

- (Instances 1 and 2) If Marazet lost challenge 2, she will attempt to sabotage

Lewis during the player instances before she crosses since Matthias has made

her a spy. This can be avoided by choosing her special dialogue during mingle 2,



allying with Matthias by saving him from Felcandra, or letting Matthias become a

raccoon instead. She will only do this if Lewis is in a base form and still a threat

- (All instances) If Lewis BE’d Rhianna and she wasn’t True Love, Odenval will

sabotage Lewis resulting in an instant loss for both him and Lewis

- Lewis will lose instantly if in any of these forms: Standard MILF, Shortstack Maid,

Trophy Princess

- Richter

- Richter will instantly attempt to cross, successful in most cases with no attempt to

sabotage in most forms

- He can be sabotaged if trophy princess, where you can make him lose without

consequence but can’t cross

- If turned into Ruby by Rhianna, she will hesitate, looking to Rhianna for help and

moving the turn next to Rhianna

- Rhianna

- If Richter crosses, Rhianna will normally charge right after him, resulting in her

loss

- If Rhianna is True Love, she will offer to guard you as you cross resulting in a

victory for you, however letting her cross instead results in her loss instead

- If Ruby is present, Rhianna will let Ruby cross and guard her, Ruby crossing to

the other side unscathed. If True Love, she will also have Lewis cross first,

resulting in a win for both if chosen, but Rhianna will still lose is she’s chosen to

cross instead

- If you’ve learned hypnosis from Reese, you can hypnotize Rhianna and let her

earn a win

- If Rhianna is a maid (Rachel), she will instantly lose

- Player Instance #1

- At this point, Lewis can attempt to cross. This is the riskiest option as the most

characters are able to possibly sabotage you

- Marazet and Odenval are still possible threats

- Akarion

- If Akarion’s body hasn’t been TF’d, he will win if unimposed. He can be

sabotaged by Lewis though, with two options to do so. Shaking the rope will let

Lewis cross successfully, while pushing results in both falling off



- Akarion can also be sabotaged if Lewis is trophy princess, Akarion failing with no

repercussions for Lexi

- If made into Princess Akari, she will cross successfully thanks to Elami’s lessons.

You can attempt to sabotage her, but doing so will only result in a loss for you

with Akari still winning

- If trans, Anastasia, she will cross but hop into the water regardless since she still

wants to be TG’d

- Matthias

- Matthias will normally win the challenge regardless of what you do. He can be

sabotaged, results based on whether you allied with him or not. If allied, he can

be sabotaged and you cross successfully. If not allied, Matthias will take you

down with him

- If a spy, you can sabotage Matthias resulting in your win and his loss

- If a trophy, you can sabotage Matthias resulting in his loss with no consequences

to you

- Player Instance #2

- Marazet and Odenval are still possible threats

- Marazet

- If Marazet did not lose challenge 2 and won, she will not have been made into a

spy resulting in her loss

- If Marazet did lose challenge 2, she will win due to being turned into a spy by

Matthias

- If a maid (Mable), Marazet will cross with ease resulting in her victory

- Tessa

- Tessa will normally win the challenge with ease. She can be sabotaged, resulting

in a mutual loss for her and Lewis

- If turned into a maid, you can sabotage Tessa if you’re low power. If she’s

suspicious of you and knows you’re rebellious, it will be a mutual loss. If she

thinks you’re obedient, you can sabotage her and cross with ease. If you’re a

shortstack maid, you will lose during your attempt, Tessa able to still win

- If Tessa is a soldier, she will instantly lose

- If Tessa is a spy soldier, she will sabotage Odenval, resulting in both of them

losing

- Magnificence



- If her body is unaltered, Magnificence will win this challenge. She can be

sabotaged resulting in a mutual loss if chosen to do so. This will have different

dialogue if you’re a spy

- Elami

- Elami will normally win regardless of her form. You can attempt to sabotage her

but this will only result in your own loss as Elami still crosses

- If you’re a princess, you can sabotage Elami resulting in her loss and your win

- If Elami is a spy, she will attempt to sabotage Gethra resulting in both losing.

However before she does you can sabotage her instead, resulting in both of you

losing and Gethra being unscathed

- Player Instance #3

- Odenval is still a possible threat

- Reese

- Reese will normally lose regardless of his form, only able to succeed if you

crossed earlier and used hypnosis to help him across

- Gethra + Odenval

- If neither were taken out at this point, both will lose here. There are variations if

only one of them is there as well

- There is no chance for either of these two winning

- After challenge 2, Gethra will try and find you if she approached you before and asked

you to lose. Whether you lost on purpose or not, you have the choice whether or not to

approach her. Doing so will result in Lewis’s muscle gain TF and start the kingmaker

path

- If spy Lois won and crossed, Matthias will approach and say they should use the

influence on Odenval to make a statement. You have the option to say if you should do

so or not. Right now the TF is not available but will be there in a future update

Patreon walkthrough (version 0.10)
● Elami TG

○ Triggered in the transformation menu

○ Has alternate dialogue if a MILF

● Gethra TG

○ Triggered in the transformation menu



○ Leads to the muscle Lewis TG if player is marked and on kingmaker path

● Marazet TG

○ Triggered in transformation menu

○ Has special dialogue if Lewis has been TG’d

● Richter TG

○ Triggered in transformation menu

● Tessa TG

○ Triggered in transformation menu

○ Has alternate dialogue if a maid

● Odenval TG

○ Triggered in transformation menu

○ Has special dialogue if Lewis is a female Poodalist

● Matthias TG

○ Triggered in transformation menu

○ Has alternate dialogue if allied or a spy

● Rhianna TG

○ Talk to Rhianna and listen to her second default small talk.

○ Talk to Richter and during his discussion choose the new option “listen to what

she wanted to do”. Follow him to rhianna’s location. If Rhianna is marked and

Richter has 5 influence he will TG Rhianna. If those conditions are not met

immediately, Richter will wait until later to approach rhianna.

● Muscle Lewis TG

○ If you TG Gethra while marked and you’ve been turned into muscle Lewis,

Gethra will TG you during the scene

● Magnificence Twinning Bad End

○ While a maid (low power) or standard Lewis, if Magnificence has influence and

you’re marked, and choose to insult her during her discussion the TF will play

○ Has an alternate outfit and dialogue if a maid

● Secret TF

○ Wait, did we leave a debug setting in the pause menu? Oops. Ah well, I’m sure

nobody will be foolish enough to actually click it… right?


